Although the benefit of using business games is generally approved it is questionable if the present games serve the learning process as effectively as possible. The present state of computer environments and programming languages offers tools with which the games could be developed to serve as even more effective tools of teaching the rules of businesses. While the world around businesses is changing with growing speed the business game processing methods are still quite the same as 25 years ago. The purpose of this paper is to introduce some advanced business game techniques and operation models. By applying these new techniques, business games would serve the learning more effectively compared to the traditional techniques.
INTRODUCTION
The competitive environment around most businesses and companies is changing with accelerating speed, i.e. competition is becoming worldwide, new products are developed faster, new producing technologies are emerging and new delivery channels are available. Organizations are in the midst of whole new challenges and are seeking for better competitive position and productivity. Attaining such improvements in productivity would be a significant challenge under normal circumstances, but the process is made significantly more complex by the volatile environment that is becoming more evident and is expected to continue to increase into the 1990s. In this highly unpredictable environment, novel approaches to attaining high levels of productivity must be pursued (Madnick, 1991) .
There is also a demand for training methods that describe the characteristic of the recent and future competitive environment. Regardless of the level of productivity improvement desired, people as decision-makers and as responsible for task execution need to understand thoroughly what they are part of in order to be able to cope with every day tasks.
Compared to spoken information business games are good in that they are visual by nature. In business games players learn and become better problem solvers, allowing them to master successively more complicated tasks and to transfer expertise (Porter, 1995) . Saffo (1997) In the future the use of management games will be at least as common as today (Elgood, 1996) : Technological development will certainly not slow down, and one will be able to simulate more situations with greater realism and greater ease. Work will be seen as an activity that should be rewarding in itself, and enjoyable, and therefore something to which game-playing can reasonable be linked.
MODERN BUSINESS DECISION-MAKING ENVIRONMENT
Business games offer the participants knowledge on how the decisions carried out affect the business environment and thus prepare the participant to learn more about decision-making by experience. The game used should hereby describe the actual decision-making environment of the organization.
Changes in the significance of time
Traditionally strategic decisions have been long range decisions, and operative decisions have been every-day-like, executed often by a sudden change or need in the business environment. Today, the world is changing more rapidly than ever, mainly because of technological development. The speed of change reflects, of course, on the way operational decisions are carried out, but it also reflects on the way strategic decisions are made. Some years ago the strategic planning process was seen as a planning tool with which (Näsi, 1991) Nowadays, the future is very difficult to predict, but it is also realized, that mastering the future does not necessarily demand predicting. The faster and more effectively we can react to changes, the less we need to predict them. Näsi (1991) states that the development of the traditional strategic thinking has moved from the strategic planning and portfolio management stages to a new stage which he describes as strategic gameplaying stage (Näsi, 1991, p. 35 In this turbulent competitive environment the customers expect shorter times of delivery, accurate deliveries and fault free products. The speed of reacting market changes has become an essential competitive factor. Very likely this development will even become more rapid in the near future, because the technical evolution is enabling shorter production development periods, new product innovations and new ways to organize customer communication and transactions. A company mastering time has several new characteristics compared to a conventional company (Kanerva, 1991) : it develops integrated functions and operates without function boundaries in accordance with process workflow. Experts and users work together both in planning and implementation. Flow of information is emphasized and information passes fast through the organization.
Because of the fast decision-making the present batch-processed business game methods do not describe the environment of the decision-making well enough.
Holistic business environment and stakeholder thinking
The demand to understand the overall business structure is becoming more and more current. By the growing speed of environmental changes also the employees must be able to change their way of thinking and working. The general knowledge on how a company works helps the worker to adopt new behaviour. Besides of understanding the internal business function activities the employees must have understanding on what kind of interest groups the company has. Any business operates in the middle of different stakeholders. In order to be able to carry out stakeholder thinking the company decision-makers must have understanding on what stakeholder groups a company has and what are the demands and expectations of the stakeholders.
ADVANCED BUSINESS GAME TECHNIQUES
The purpose of using business games is to promote learning. The better the participants learn by playing the business game the better the game is. This paper puts forward four propositions on business game techniques. By applying these propositions the business game learning may be further enhanced.
Proposition 1: the ability to configure the game environment
For the learning itself it is important that the business model adequately resembles the real world environment of the participants. Learning is deeper if the business model is realistic compared to the real environment. This means that the game model must be dynamic and can be tailored according to the purpose and the target of the learning project. Thus, the game environment should be configured for the players to describe their own business environment. The real business environment can be divided in two parts: the internal business environment and the external business environment. The internal business environment includes the structure of the business unit under decisions during the game. For example, configuring the internal business environment includes the structure of the manufacturing process inside the business unit.
The external business environment includes the capital market, the market of production factors, the customer market and the competitors. E.g. the sales market must include great flexibility in order to be able to imitate the structures of real world markets.
Proposition 2: real-time processing
Present business games are not realistic in the way they are executed. Present business games work in a batch-processed manner which quite poorly adapts to the real world business environment. Batch-processed simulation works in a way where all the decisions from all the competing companies are first made for the whole season to be simulated. Then the simulation phase takes place and all the decisions are processed as a batch, all decisions being equal in the processing. The problem with the batch-processing method is that world very rarely works in such a sequential order. There are hardly no business areas where the decision makers first enter all their decisions for the next term, then rest during all the actual term, and enter again the business in the end of the term to analyze the term results and to prepare the next budget.
To take one example, there are very few business branches in which a company sets the price of its product for the whole next term before the term even has begun and then keeps to that selling price during all the term. The batch-processing model does not give the decision-maker the possibility to change the decisions according to the competitor's actions.
The disadvantages of batch processing are obvious (Lawrence, 1997) Figure 1 The batch-processing business game environment.
Proposition 2 means that the next generation business game model should work the same way as the normal business environment works, i.e. decisions making and having results from decisions made should happen in real-time mode when so also in the real-world environment. Real-time mode means that decisions are made continuously, especially when there are situations, which need instant reaction.
For example, a better way to describe the problem setting of pricing is a real-time model in which the customer market and the competitor actions are changing continuously. In a real-time model decisions are made as soon they are needed or at least as soon as the decision-maker notices that the market situation needs actions from him. And pricing is just one example -in fact most decision-making areas work similarly and are time bound.
Batch processing can never describe the time-dependent environment realistically because: 1 the faster decision-makers do not benefit anything from being faster because the batches of decisions of all the companies are processed simultaneously 2 if the batch-processing frequency is accelerated, the slow decision-makers drop totally out of the decision-making process. In real world slow decisionmakers are able to do decisions, although the amount of decisions may be less than with the faster ones. 3 it would technically be possible to implement a time measuring mechanism to batch processing. But a solution like this would be very difficult to implement because the model should measure the decision-making time of every single decision. Furthermore, this kind of measuring of the decision-making time would be unrealistic, because the decisions made will still not trigger any immediate responses. To sufficiently realistically represent the turbulent business decision environment the significance of time must be included. This is accomplished by building a business game, which includes internal time -a game which works as normal business environment so that different business events and decisions are processed, decided and executed in virtual real-time. In real-time simulation all the processes take place continuously. The participants who steer the company see all the market events and internal processes on-line. What ever happens -reactions can be carried out instantly.
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Proposition 3: the overall business environment
